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Providing a truly comprehensive overview of international journalism and global news reporting in the digital
age, this new introductory textbook surveys the full variety of contexts that journalists around the world
operate in; the challenges and pressures they face; their journalistic practices; and the wider theoretical and
social implications. Analysing key scholarship in the field, Vera Slavtcheva-Petkova and Michael Bromley
explore not just journalism as a single entity, but equally the multiple cultures which host journalism and the
variety of journalisms which exist across the world.Clear and accessible, this is an ideal companion for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of international and global journalism on Journalism or Media and
Communication Studies degrees.
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Features chapter summaries, conclusions, boxed key
points and a glossary
Draws on, synthesises and analyses the extensive
literature published on journalism
Contains suggestions for further reading
Illustrates theory in practice through a range of
contextual examples and case studies from around the
globe
Explores both the exceptional (the coverage of crises,
conflicts and disasters), and the mundane (the
everyday challenges, pressures and conditions
journalists face across contexts and platforms)
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